Usefulness of the oximetry test for the diagnosis of sleep apnea syndrome in Japan.
We evaluated the usefulness of oximetry tests that are frequently used as screening tools for sleep apnea syndrome (SAS) by determining the level of agreement between oximetry test results and polysomnography test (PSG) results. We retrospectively examined 135 patients suspected of having SAS. Although the oximetry desaturation index (DSI) seemed better than the oximetry apnea index in the agreement with the polysomnography respiratory disturbance index (RDI), the criteria of DSI greater than or equal to 15 was not sensitive enough to screen for moderate SAS (PSG-RDI >or= 20). Multivariate analyses revealing that body mass index (BMI) as well as DSI correlated well with PSG-RDI, we established a new criterion by adding the BMI score (DSI >or= 15 or BMI >or= 25), which remarkably improved the sensitivity. This criterion may be useful not only in clinical practice but also in medical checkups for asymptomatic patients, and also suggests that obese patients with sleep disturbance should undergo PSGs, irrespective of the DSI score.